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Introduction

The basic characteristics of Hungarian vowel harmony are well known - the data introduced
jn the pioneering work of Va go (1975,1976) has been subjected to a large number of ana.Iyses.
In this paper I will assume the reader to be familiar with this literature and with the basic
data concerning 'binary' suffixes such as the dative nak/nek. (For an overview, see v.d.HuIst
1985 or Siptar 1984).

In Section 1, I will exemplify a number of additional facts concerning the harmonic be-
havior of 'ternary' suffixes such as the allative hoz/hez/hoz and 'quaternary' suffixes such as
the accusative at/et/ot/ot. Quaternary suffixes, presented here for the first time, appear to
be problematic both for the standard accounts and for the more recent theory of under spec-
ification. Ternary suffixes, although discussed by Vago (1975), have largely been ignored
in the subsequent literature - here the familiar data concerning binary and ternary suffixes
will be reorganized along the lines dictated by the new facts.

Section 2 gives an autosegmental account of the harmonic patterns in Hungarian. The
use of a single diacritic feature, " 'fioating -U' will make it possible to treat the regular and
the exceptional patterns together. Negative feature values and core specification are used
only for the exceptional cases - the basic system uses only single-valued features that leave
no room for underspecification. The analysis brings into sharp relief a hitherto unnoticed
parallelism between high and mid vowels that extends even to the exceptional cases

Section 3 discusses the behavior of neutral vowels. The status of neutral vowels in hax-
mony systems is problematic for autosegmental theory in general, and the present treatment
is no exception. As we shall see, each vowel in Hungarian can show 'regular' or 'exceptional'
behavior, and the exceptional forms can be derived by the same rules as the regnlar forms
by adding a single diacritic to the underlying representation of exceptional stem vowels. In
neutral vowels we can observe a third kind of behavior, so we will have 1.0a.djust 1.heunder-
lying representations in an extraordinary fashion (namely, by core-specification) to account
for the two kinds of 'abstract' i and e.

In the presentation of the data, the emphasis will be shifted from va.cillating stems to
exceptional, but non-vacillating sterns. The reasons for this shift are methodological. The
exceptional 'Class I' and 'Class IV' s1.emsshow the same unambiguous behavior irrespective
of sentence stress, syntactic environment, regist.er, etc. for every speaker of standard Hun-
garian. In the phonological study of vacillation it would be necessary to control for all of
these factors, and perhaps for others as well. The existing literature, based largely on anec-
dotal evidence, is of little help here, as it makes no systematic distinction between dialect
mixture, vacillation in produc1.ion, and varying degrees of acceptance. In fact, empirical
work on vacillating stems is still in its infancy1, while the information on exceptionality is
readily available from standard dictionaries.

'I would like to thank Don Chunna, Sharon Inkelas, Laszlo Kalman, Paull<ipa<oky, Will Leben, Marcy
Macken, Adam Nadasdy, Livia Polanyi, and Peter Sipt for their comments and criticisms on various

versions of the manuscript. This work was in part supported by a grant from the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences.

'For the first steps this direction, see Kontra and Ringen 19S5,1986.
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1 The data

The vowel system of Hungarian is given in (1) below - for a description in phonetic terms
see e.g. Nadasdy (1985). In this paper, forms will be given in orthographic, rather tha~
phonetic, transcription.

(1) a [3]
a [a:]

e [0]
e [e:]

ii
ii [ii:]

u

U [u:]

0

0 [0:]i[i:]

0

0 [0:]

1.1 The feature system

In general, discussions of Hungarian vowel harmony have revolved around what I will call
the 'binary' suffixes, i.e. those that have two surface realizations. Ternary suffixes (i.e.
those having three alternants) are at best mentioned in passing, and quaternary suffixes
are usually completely ignored. . For the binary suffixes it is of course sufficient to deal
only with one autosegment (or one distinctive feature), and leave the larger issue of the
featural composition of Hungarian vowels untouched. But ternary and quaternary alter-
nations involve at least two autosegments, and the choice of feature analysis (which will
determine the rest of the analysis to a surprising extent) is far from trivial. For the reader's
convenience, let me tabulate here the two main proposals (Vago 1980, Becker-Makkai 1970):

(2)
Back

High
Low
Round

Long

I
I 0 ii 0 0a 6 u iiua

+ +
+

+
+

+ + +
+ +++

+ ++
+2 +

+
++ +

+
+ + +

+
+
++ + +

Diffuse
Flat
Tense
Grave +

+
+
+
+

+
+

+ + +
+

+
+

+
+
+

~3 +
+
+

++
+
+3

+ +
_4_4+ +

In this paper I will use a tridirectional feature system as proposed by Rennison (1984),
Kaye & 0.1(1985), and others. In essence, tridirectionaJ features amount. to an autosegmental
version of the Jakobsonian feature system given above.

'Derived from underlying .Round. Of Vago (1980) 1.1.1. Essent.ially the same feature matrix is given in
Szepe (1969, 399).

3 "Could be disputed on articulatory grounds" (Becker.Makkai 1970,639)
4 "The two blank spaces represent redundancies which do not need to be marked" (loc cit). Redundancy

rules would presumably add the value -.
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Long vowels will be treated as geminates, because their harmonic behavior is identical
that of the corresponding short vowels5
An important advantage of this system is that it predicts what kinds of binary alterna-

ons are possible in Hungarian. If an alternating pair is defined by the presence vs. absence
the feature I, (3) shows that a will be paired with e, " will be paired with (Jand u will be

ed with u - these are precisely the pairs attested in Hungarian, as can be seen from (4)
,w. Moreover, since i is paired with the empty vowel, which does not exist in Hungarian,
system predicts that it cannot take part in alternations. (For an exceptional case, see

ection 3.)

The major alternations

Suffixes will be subcategorized according to their arity, i.e. the number of harmonic alter-
lants they have. Unary suffixes, i.e. those that do not show harmonic alternation, will be
gnored. Some suffixes with higher arity are listed below;

(4)
BINARY
nak/ nek
nal/nel
t6lj tol
nok/nok

'DAT'
'ADE's

'ABL'

'professional characterized by'
e.g. sz" 'word', szonok 'orator'

ember 'man', emberu/ 'as a man'ul/iil
TERNARY

hoz/hez/hoz
on/ en/ on
QUATERNARY
at/et/ot/ot
ak/ek/<};'/ok
am/em/om/em
as/es/os/os

'as' e.g.

'ALL'
'SUE'

'ACC'
'PL'

'ISG P~S'

'having'

This list is representat.ive: there are no alternations involving other (sets of) vowels.
Thus, ternary snffixes will always show ole/ii, and qnaternary suffixes a/e/o/ii alternation. 7
Quaternary suffixes, though ignored in standard treatments, are in fact anything but mar-
ginal: the most frequently encountered suffixes, such as the accusative, the 1st and 2nd sg
possessive, and the plural are all of this form. Nor are they restricted to inflection; the last.
example, as/es/os/os 'having, having to do with' is a high-frequency derivationa.l suffix that
forms adjectives from nouns.

The harmonic taxOnOlTIY

Stems will be subcategorized according to the suffix-alternants they select. The taxonomy
developed here will be applicable not only to stems, but also to fully formed words that
can undergo further suffixation. The five classes presented below offer a theory. neutral
descriptive framework encompassing all the non-vacillating Hungarian data.

In the binary case, all stems can be divided into two classes, 'Back' and 'Front', according
to the quality of the altern ant they select. This taxonomy is based on the fundamental
observation that the binary alternants can be arranged in parallel series: if a stem takes

5 With the possible exception of neutral vowels in vacillating forms.
6The abbreviations for the less familiar case endings are as follow", ADE(ssive), ABL(ative), ALL(ative),

SU(per)E(6sive).
'In vowel.irutial sullixes, the vowel is dl"Opped regularly after stems ending in vowels, and occasion.

ally after consonant.liual stems - for the investigation of vowel harmony, this phenomenon can safely be

disregarded.

(3)
I U I U

i = \ u = / u = \ /
V V V

I U I U
\ / \ /

e = V 0 = V 0 = V a = V
I I I I
A A A A
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-nak in the dative, it willtake -ndl,rather than -nil in the adessive,-t61,rather than -to/ in
the ahlative, etc.s

With the introduction of quaternary suffixes, a four-way partitioning results, according
to the quality of the vowel in akjekjokjok. Such a partitioning is then justified by the
fact that other quaternary suffixes will take the altern ant with the same vowel. Indeed, no
stem can subcategorize for oak in the plural but -ot in the accusative, and in general the
distributions of the quaternary alternants, as far as it can be established,' are completely
parallel.

This classification predicts the harmonic behavior of binary suffixes: all stems that take
oak (Class I) or -ok (Class II) in the plural take 'Back' suffixes and the rest take 'Front'
suffixes. These classes also select for the o-alternant in ternary suffixes. In general, stems
that take -ek (Class III) take the e-alternant in ternary suffixes, and stems that take -ok take
the Q:.alternant in ternary suffixes (Class V). But, most strikingly, the four-way classification
established on the basis of quaternary suffixes does not fully predict the distribution of
ternary suffixes. There are a number of stems (Class IV), that take -.k in the plural but
take the o-alternant, rather than the e-alternant with ternary suffixes.

It should be emphasized that the behavior of Class IV stems is qualitatively different
from that of vacillation:forms like *holgyhez, *togyhez, *s.ii/tilez,and *tiizhezare unaccept-
able in every idiolect,and in ECH '0 the forms *holgyot, %togyot,11*siiltot, and *tiizot are
clearly unacceptable.

In order to characterize the range of possible stem vowels within each class, monosyllabic
examples were chosen. It will be apparent from (5) that the quality of the stem vowel
determines the harmonic behavior of the stem to a large extent. If the stem vowel is 0 or ii,
the stem must be in Class IV or Class V, and if it is a, 0 or n, the stem will belong in Class I
or Class II. As long as the last vowel of a polysyllabic stem (or word) is not i or e, the quality
of the last vowel will predict harmonic behavior the same way as with monosyllabic stems.
If the last vowel is neutral, the situation is more complex - the details will be discussed in
Section 3.

For +1 +U vowels the choice between Class IV and Class V is lexically determined, as
is the choice between Class I and Class I! (for -I vowels). However, only the selection of
Class I or Class IV has to be marked in the lexicon - the default case is Class II for stems in
a, n, and 0; and Class V for stems in ii and o. This is particularly clear for Class IV, which
contains roughly 20 monomorphemic sterns, as opposed to the thousands of monomorphemic
stems in Class V. That Class IV is the marked class can also be seen from the fact that all
recent loans in ii or 0 are in Class V. Although Class I is much larger (it contains more than
a thousand monomorphemic members), it is still considerably smaller than Class II. It is
0.]80closed: nonce-words and recent loans in a, n, and 0 always belong in Class II. For the
same reasons, the default is Class II! for monosyllabic stems in neutral vowels.

In (5) below the examples are all monomorphemic noun sterns, but every non-vacillating
Hungarian word falls int", one of these classes, irrespective of morphemic composition or
lexical category. The plural suffix is representative of the quaternary type: whenever the
initial vowel is present in the other quaternary suffixes, it is the same as in the plural. The
allative is representative of the ternary type, and the dative, adessive and formal suffixes
have been chosen to represent the three major alternating pairs ale, ojo, and n/ii. For the
treatment of non-standard (morphophonemic) alternation, see Section 3.

8This observation has been contested on several occasions, but I was unable to find non-vacillating
conterexalllpics that would take, .ay, -nok in the dative but -16/ in the ablative. At any rate, it is an
extremely robust generalization with no systematic counterexamples.

9The alternating vowel is lost after certain stem. for some of the quaternary suffixes, e.g. we have borok
'wine-PL' but bort 'wine-ACC'.

I°Educated Colloqu.ial Hungarian, the standard (Budapest) dialect. See Nadasdy (1985)
11This form has a decidedly videki 'rural' flavor for Budnpcst speakers, but is, perhaps, acceptable in some

dialects. Note that different dialects can have different vowel inventories.
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,1'-

(5)
stem 4-ary 3-ary 2-ary a/ e 2-ary ojo 2-ary njii gloss

I
had hadak hadhoz hadnak hadt61 hadul 'army'
Mz hazak hazhoz haznak h1izt61 hazul 'house'

lyuk lyukak Iyukhoz lyuknak lyukt61 Iyukul 'hole'
kut kutak kuthoz kutnak kutt6] kutul 'welt'

hold boldak holdhoz holdnak holdtol holdul 'moon'
10 lovak lohoz lonak lotol loul 'horse'

in inak inhoz innak intol inul 'tendon'
hid hidak hidhoz hldnak hidtol hidul 'bridge'
hej hejak hejhoz hejnak hejt61 hejul 'crust'

II
bab babok babhoz babnak babt61 babul 'bean'

bab babok babhoz babnak babt61 babul 'puppet'
rum rumok rumhoz rumnak rumt6l rumul 'id.'

hur hurok hurhoz hurnak bUrt6l hurul 'chord'

bot botok bothoz botnak bott61 botul 'stick'

dr6t dr6tok dr6thoz dr6tnak dr6tt61 dr6tul 'wire'
zsir zsirok zsirhoz .zsirnak zsirt61 zsirul 'fat'

eel celok celhoz celnak celt61 celul 'goal'
III

hit hitek hithez hitnek hittol hitiil 'belief'
viz vizek vizhez viznek viztOl viziil 'water'

fej fejek fejhez fejnek fejtol fejiil 'head'

erv ervek ervhez ervnek ervtol erviil 'argument'
IV

holgy holgyek holgyhoz holgynek holgytol holgyiil 'lady'
togy tOgyek togyhoz togynek tOgytol tOgyiil 'udder'

siilt siiltek siilthoz siiltnek siilt to! siiltiil 'roast'
tiiz tiizek tUzhoz tiiznek tUztol tUziil 'fire'

V
t.ok tokok tokhoz toknek toktol tokiil 'pumpkin'
bor borok borhoz bornek borto1 boriil 'skin'

fiist fiistok fiisthoz fiistnek fiist tOl fiistii] 'smoke'
biin biinok biinhoz biinnek biintol biiniil 'sin'

1.4 The possessive paradigm

In the morphology of Hungarian, t.ernary and quaternary suffixes are fully integrated wit.h
the rest of the system: not only do the various kinds of suffixes appear in the same posi tion,
e.g. as case markers, regardless of arity, but they can also change arity as a result of
morphological processes. These facts are exemplified by the possessive paradigm given in
(6) below. Only one stem is given for each harmonic class: >ir 'mastel" (Class I); sagar
'brother-in-law' (Class II); ember 'man' (Class III); holgy 'lady' (Class IV); and or 'guard'
(Class V).

The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person forms are given in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd column respect.i vely.
With each stem, the first and third rows contain singular, and the second and fourth rows
contain plural possessor forms: the difference between the two is in the nnmber of t.he
possessed (the stem), which is singular in the first two rows and plural in the last two. The
reader is enconraged to analyze tl,e forms into component suffixes before looking at the
solution olfered in 2.3.



In this section I will develop an analysis of the above data in a step-by-step fashion. The
starting point will be the observation that the difference between the ternary and qnaternary
suffixes can always be expressed by a single feature. This leads to two maximally simple
spreading rules that interact with a single exception feature. In order to capture the full
pattern reflected in the taxonomy developed above, further rules and representations will
be introduced along the way. The resulting system is then applied to the description of the
possessive paradigm12

2,1 The basic system

Closer inspection of the data in (5) reveals that whenever there is a difference between the
quality of the ternary and quaternary suffix vowels (-at vs -hoz in Class I, and -et vs -hoz in
Class IV), the quaternary suffix will have the -U. The most straightforward analysis (which
will have to be supplemented by other rules later), is to spread the feature values for I and
U onto the suffixes, and adjust the underlying representation of exceptional stems so that
the spreading of U is blocked for them. This can be achieved by marking the stems in Class
I and Class IV by a floating -U. Thus~ the cornerstone of the analysis is the following pair
of spreading rules:

(8A) (8B)
I

I",
VCoV

U

[".
VCoV

12 For an exhau,tive analysis of the nominal and verbal paradigms in Hungarian using the same rules, see
Kornai (1986 Ch 4).
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Supposing that the vowel of quaternary suffixes is specified only for A, the niles in
(8) will derive e.g. tokokfrom tok simply by spreading the I and U features of the stem
vowel. This solution can readily be extended to ternary suffixes by supposing that these are
represented underlyingly with a floating U which can dock only if the I feature of the stem
did not spread.

The most important problem with this simple solution is that it does not capture the
pattern of exceptions. Without additional 'cleanup' rules we would have to mark every
element of Class II in the lexicon, in spite of the fact that Class II is productive, and Class
I is closed. In order to deal with this problem, we must posit an independent source for the
feature U in recent borrowings. The field of computer science provides many examples such
as /<ij!/fdjlok 'file/PL', ram/ramot 'random acces memory / ACC' - these forms make it clear
that there has to be an U in the representation of the quaternary suffixes themselves.

Adopting a proposal of Halle-Vergnaud (1982), 1 will take this U to be specified in the
phonemic core.13 For those features, like A in Hungarian, that do not harmonize there
is no good reason to establish a separate tier. I suppose that the unmarked place for a
segmental feature is on the segmental tier, and we autosegmentalize a feature only if there
is some evidence for this. However, the segmental core remains a possible location eve.n if
the feature has been lifted to a separate tier - the present analysis will make use of this
option only in the case of exceptional elements.

In sum, the underlying representation of quaternary suffixes contains the same features,
namely A and U, as that of the ternary suffixes: the difference being that in the quaternary
case the U is in the core and in the ternary case it is floating. This 'geometrical' difference
will surface only after exceptional stems and, as we shall see later, after certain suffixes.
Before turning to these, let me show first how the non-exceptional forms are derived.

In Class H, zsir and cil are exceptional (there are less then 10 monomorphemic i and e
stems there) - the Class II pattern is regular only for stems in a, 0 and u. Since these do
not contain the feature I, (8A) is inoperative. Whether (8E) actually spreads the feature U
in the case of stems in u and 0 can not be decided on the basis of these forms, since both
ternary and quaternary suffixes have an underlying U (albeit on diflerent tiers).

I-spread gives the right result in Class HI, provided that the U floating over hoz/hez/haz
is stopped from linking np. This is achieved by a rule of floating U deletion:

In the same environment, the core U of ak/ek/ok/ok must also be deleted:

(10)
I-tier

V<U>-->V / VCo_-CV-tier

Finally, in Class V, I-spread (8A), U-deletion (9-10), and U-spread (in this order) give
the right resultH This is illustrated in (11) by the derivation of the forms fiistat, fiisthoz.
Notice, that the derivation is essentially the same for forms like takat, tokhoz, as the presence
or absence of A-specification plays no role in any of the rules. Although the suffixes in
question are specified for A, the high-mid parallelism makes it possible to omit the As from
the display altogether.

13As geminates w;ll not be d;,eussed, the root tier is omitted from the display, and the segmental core is
identified w;th the CV t;er. Nothing hinges on the" s;mplifying assumptions.

14Roughly speaking. (9) and (10) have the same effect as t.he 'Round;ng Harmony' rule of Vago (1980,
1.7).

"
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(6)
I 1st 2nd 3rd possessor possessed

uram urad ura sg sg
urunk ur atok uruk pi sg
uralm uraid urai sg pi
uraink uraitok uraik pi pi

II

s6gorom s6gorod s6gora sg sg
s6gorunk s6gorotok s6goruk pi sg
s6goraim s6goraid s6gorai sg pi
s6goraink s6goraitok s6goraik pi piIII
emberem embered embere sg sg
emberunk emberetek emberuk pi sg
embereim embereid emberei sg pi
embereink embereitek embereik pi pi

IV

holgyem holgyed holgye sg sg
holgyunk holgyetek holgyuk pi sg
holgyeim holgyeid holgyei sg pi
holgyeink holgyeitek holgyeik pi pi

V
arom arod are sg sgarunk arotok aruk pi sg
areim areid arei sg pi
areink areitek areik pi pi

2 The analysis

(9)
I-tier

H'/

I
I

CV-tier VCoV

U-tier



Thelack of negative specification in the rules means that we can interpret U, I, and
A as simplex features representing privative oppositions: I will return to this question inSection 4.

2.2 The exceptional forms

With the rules (9-10), the representation of non-exceptional items (a a 0 " u 'Iiin Class II, i
i e e in Class III, and 0 If Ii l1in class V) was kept simple. The exceptional items are treated

as follows. In Class IV, we have to stop the core 11of quaternary suffixes from taking effect,
and we do not want to derive the e-alternant for ternary suffixes. To do this, let us will
suppose that the diacritic -U triggers the deletion of core Us:

(12)
CV-tier V<U>-->V

/ VCo--

-UU-tier

In other words, for a negative feature 'spreading' to a positively specified core amounts
to deleting the offending feature from the core, and I will assume that the negative feature
also disappears. This can be formulated as a general rule:

(13) Core/Nag Annihilation

CV-tier V<+X>-->V

/ VCo_-

-XX-tier

With this rule, ordered after the others, Class IV is taken care of. As for the remaining
exceptional elements, the i of the hid-type words is specified for I in the core (therefore
it will not spread); in addition, it will have a floating -U, which will derive the correct
hidat (*hidot). The i of the zs{r-type words is also specified in the core (*zs{rnek), but will
have no other exceptional property: therefore, we derive the correct zs{rok (*zs{rak). The
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exceptional e of hej has I in the core, and floating -U: this will give us the correct hejak,
Mjhoz. The only stem in e or e paralleling the behavior of zsir is cel 'goal': this has I in the
core but no other exceptional marking.

Every other exceptional element will be marked by a floating -U : the U specification
(where present, e.g in Iyuk, hold, holgy) must be relegated to the core (CV tier). This
simple and unified treatment of back stems in Class I is a highly desirable result, given
the fact that Class I contains more than a thousand monomorphemic noun stems (and
several thousand compounds) of this kind, while the remaining exceptional types are only
sporadically represented.

Moreover, the use of the feature -U unifies the treatment of the exceptional classes: the
only vowels we do not find in Class I are .iland 0: when these are marked by -U, they belong
in Class IV. In addition, the tridirectional feature system captures the hitherto unnoticed
parallelism between the set u ii i of high vowels and the set 0 a e of mid vowels. Since no
rule makes reference to the feature A, we expect to find paired elements always in the sarne
class. As can be seen from the data presented in (5), this expectation is fulfilled not only
by the regular vowels, but by the irregular ones as well.

In the case of the feature A core-specification was chosen because A never spreads -
other features have appeared in the core only exceptionally, just in case they do not un-
dergo the spreading rules in (8). But for I, something like core-specification is necessary
in non-exceptional cases as well, since the feature I spreads, but the vowel i is generally
permeable ('transparent '). This latter fact is best exemplified by the denominal suffix -i
'characterized by the location' that forms adjectives:

(14)
haz
kert
nyar
tel
Fot
T6k

hazat
kertet
nyarat
telet
Fatot
Tok6t

hazi
kerti
nyari
teli
Foti
T6ki

haziak
kertiek
nyariak
teliek
Fotiak
T6kiek

'house'

'garden'
'summer'

'winter'

'the village Fat'
'the village T6k'

In fact, the suffixes am/em/om/jjm and ak/ek/ok/ok both turn Class II and Class V forms
into Class I a.nd Class IV forms, respectively,15 so these latter classes, although exceptional
for underived nouns, contain at least two inflected forms for every noun.

(15)
bot
fiist

botomat
fiistomet

*botomot
*fiist6m6t

botom
fiist6m

botot
fiistot

Adding the above mentioned suffixes to Class I or Class III stems results again in Class I and
Class III forms. In the case of Class IV, there is some vacillation: forms like %konyvekhoz
'book-PL-ALL', %holgyekhoz 'lady-PL-ALL' are acceptable for most native speakers, but
the ECH forms appear to be konyvekhez, hjjlgyekhez. Therefore, suffixation of Class IV
stems leads to class III forms in ECH and perhaps to Class IV forms in certain dialects.

The analysis can be extended to capture the behaviour of suffix-combinations simply
by marking quaternary suffixes (and the -i discussed above) with a floating ~U. In this way
suffix-combinations such as those in (15) can be derived without further complications. The
adjective-forming denominal suffix as/es/os/os 'having (to do with)', which must also be
marked this wa.y,offers a particularly good way of testing the proposed mechanism.

In isolation, a form containing this suffix can exhibit behavior characteristic of Class II
forms:

ISThe accusative suffix, being absolute word-final, cannot be tested.
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(11)

I-tier I I
"', ,

CV-tier fVst+V<U>t fVst+hVz
I I

U-tier U U U

I-tier I I
I \ I \

CV-tier fVstV<U>t fVsthVz
I I

U-tier U
U <0-7 0

I-tier I I
I \ , \

CV-tier fVstVt fVsthVz
I/ I /

U-tier U U
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(16)

haz 'h,:mse' hazas/hazasok 'married/PL' *hazasak

However, if the form appears in a non-]exicalized meaning, as in

(17) A kertes konyveket job bra tedd, a hazasakat pedig balra!
'Put those books that have gardens (in them) to the right side,
and those that have houses to the left'

the form surfaces as hazasak.16 This behavior can be explained only if we suppose that
the exceptional marking introduced by -as is lost in the ]exicalized form hazas, but can be
present if the form is derived anew, as required in (17). This derivation is given in (18).

The only rule that will play a role in the derivation is Core/Neg Annihilation, which
derives (18B) as the representation of the form hazas from the underlying (18A). ]f the
exceptional marking contributed by the suffix as/es/os/Ds is retained, we derive (18C) on
the next cycle. If the exceptional marking is lost, so that we start with (18D), we derive
(18E) as the result of plural suffixation. Finally, since the plural form is not in the lexicon,
the exceptional marking contributed by the plural suffix can not be lost, so in the last cyclewe derive (18F) in both cases.

2.3 The possessive paradigm

The analysis presented above enables ns to derive the possessive paradigm in a surprisingly
simple fashion. The 1st and 2nd sg markers differ from the accnsative and plural markers
only in the segmental contents of their C-slots:

16InECH, %hazasokat;, tolerated, but hardly everproducedin (17)and similarcontexts.
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(18)
V<U>C

I I;
A m

V<U>C

I I
A d

The 3rd sg, 1st pI, and 3rd pi suffixes show the ordinary ale and u/ii binary alternations,
and the 2nd pI is given by

(19)
U

V<U>CVC

I I I
A t k

One might derive this form by adding the regular plnral to a devoiced 2nd sg - this would
show that quaternary vowels do not necessarily have a lIoating -U. Since the rule can not
be generalized to other persons, I will not pursne this matter here.

Now, the forms in rows 3 and 4 can be derived from those in rows 1 and 2 with a single
rule which deletes the U (if any) of the first V and adds an A instead, and infixes an i after
it:

(20)

v --> VV<I>
I
A / -- +POS PL

What happens here is that both the quaternary ale/olD and the binary u/ii are replaced
by the binary a/eat the beginning of the suffix: these replacements can be treated as one
and the same process if we suppose that what happens is that the feature U is replaced
by A. This process can be decomposed into three steps: first the feature U (if present) is
deleted, no matter whether it was in the core or on its own tier, and second the feature A
is added. (As a third step, if the resulting V is doubly specified for A, the OCP collapses
the two As.)

The idea of treating the plura] marker of the possessed as an infixed element goes back to
Antal (1959,1963). Racz (1974) argues that Antal has to posit e.g. anI. and enk alternants in
addition to the regular unk and iink forms in 1st pI - the present rule obviates his criticism.
Yet another counterargument to infixation is based on the 3rd sg pos pI forms of V-final
stems. In general, we have hajoi 'his ships' instead of *hajojai. There is a great deal of
vacillation(aJtoi %ajtai %ajtajai'its doors', eke; %ekijei 'his ploughs', lepcsiii%lepcsiijei
'its stairs', hajdui %hajdujai 'his attendants'), and in 'Radio' Hungarian the -jai forms are
acceptable only after i-final stems in general. But these forms appear to be problematic
regardless of infixation, and the present model can handle them with a lexically governed
rule that deletesja.

3 Neutral vowels

The treatment of neutral vowels in polysyllabic stems remains a problem area. It appears
to be a very real problem for speakers of Hungarian as well: most of the 'vacillating' cases
involve i and e in non-initial syllables. The solution presented in Section 2. was based on the
assumption that i and e have the feature I in the core unless they are stressed (= appear in
the first syllable). However, wo do not have independent evidence that stress and harmony
interact in Hungarian, and this makes nnclear whether the present analysis contributes to
our understanding of the prohlems posed by l1eutral vowels.

(18A) CV-tier hVVz+V<U>s

\O
U-t ier

iU
(l8B) CV-tier hVVzVs

U-tier -U

(18C) CV-t ier hVVzVsV<U>k

Z
U-tier U

(l8D) CV-tier hVVzVs

U-tier

(l8E) CV-t ier hVVzVsV<U>k

U-t ier -U

(18F) CV-tier hVVzVsV(<U>)kV<U>t
iif

U-tier

fd-U
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In this Section 1 will give a somewhat speculative account of neutrality based on the
concept that archiphonemes are not only the sites, but also the triggers of the harmonic
process. This shift in focus is perhaps best motivated by the existence of 'morphophonemic'
harmonic alternation where it is clear that the proper surface forms can not be derived by
simple spreading but require some additional rule(s) which must be tied to the alternating
morpheme.

The 3rd sg, 2nd pI and 3rd pI present definite suffixes in Hungarian provide such an
example. The following table gives the present tense paradigm of the stems var 'wait', kir
'ask', and tur'suffer'. The items in the first, second, and third columns are first, second,
and third person forms, respectively. With each stem, the first two rows give the singular,
and the last two rows give the plural forms: the indefinite conjugation is in the odd rows,
and the definite conjugation is in the even rows.

tUrak tUrsz tiir sg inde!
tiiram tUrad tiiri sg de!
tiiriink tiirtak tiirnek pi inde!
tiirjiik tiiritek tiirik pi de!

The first person suffixes show standard harmonic alternation, and the same holds for the
first three second person suffixes and the indefinite suffixes in third person. The third person
definite forms (both for singular and plural) and the 2nd pi definite ending behave differentlyhowever.

The 3rd sg definite suffix appars as i with every stem that takes front suffixes, and as
ja with all other stems (i.e the ones that take back suffixes). As we have seen in (2), the
regular aIternant of a is e. Thus, we would expect ja/je alternation, and the i form will
have to be derived from je by a special rule.'7

(22) 'i/jaharmony'

timing tier CV V

I --> I
IA I /

VC*

i ---segmental tier

The first element (which drops out, t,ogether with the A in front contexts) is truly morpho-
phonemic: in addition to taking part in nonstandard harmonic alternation, it also assimilates
to a precedingsibilant. 'Ordinary' j stays unchanged:comparerazza 'he shakesit' to kizjel
('Uzzel) 'handsign'. This is captured by leaving the I unassociated. Since in Hungarian the
default consonant for empty Cs is v's, we can not say that the unassociated I of the initial
C is not present at all, for this would give us 'varva. Moreover, the floating I provides the
obvious source for the front alternant. In the rule of i/ja harmony it is sufficient to say that

17Another solutionwouldbe to take the i altemant as basic.but in Hungariansu/lixeswith i generaUy
do not showharmonicalterIllition,so we wouldstill needa specialrule that turns i into ja in back vowel
contexts. For the sake of concreteness,I'll take the ja form as basic here, but nothing hinges on thisassumption.

ISCfthe 'abstract w' of Vag6(1980).
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the initial C and the A are deleted in front harmonic contexts: the I will link up with the
remaining V and give us the right result without further stipulations.

Irrespective of the details of the analysis, it is quite clear that the change from one
alternant to the other can not be accomplished just by spreading the feature 1. Neverthe-
less, the notion 'front harmonic context', only sketchily formulated in (22), is the same for
nonstandard harmony rules as for the standard cases. The preceding treatment of vowel
harmony was based on the assumption that neutral vowels are specified for the feature I in
the core, except when they appear in initial (stressed) syllables where the I of neutral vowels
has to appear on the I tier. Given this assumption, unbounded spread of the feature I will
give the desired results (if we suppose that the core I-s tliat follow do not block spreading).
A 'front harmonic context' means that there is an I on the I-tier which is not followed by
vowels that do not bear I in the core or on the I-tier.

These assumptions, although not unreasonable, are hard to reconcile with a tentative
generalization 19 concerning stems that end in two or more neutral syllables. In order to
keep the following discussion separate from the analysis developed in the previous section,
I will use finite automata, rather than standard autosegmental notatiDn in the description
of vacillation. I will restrict myself to the binary case: for the sake of simplicity, a 0 n will
be called back; i e will be called nentra/; and ii 0 will be called front20 vowels.

The first generalization that we have to take into account is that neutral vowels are
transparent. More precisely, stems in which the penult is back (front) take back (front)
suffixes if the final vowel is neutral. There are a number of vacillating stems that do not fit
into the general pattern, and it is unclear when vacillation means idiolectal variation (such
that each individual speaker uses either the front or the back alternants quite consistently),
and when it means that one and the same speaker uses both back and front alternants.

The second generalization is that a stem containing only neutral vowels takes the front
alternants of every suffix - there seems to be no vacillation here. Therefore, in disyllabic
stems with a final neutral vowel, if the penult is neutral, we expect (and get) front suffixes.
But the status of trisyllabic stems in which the first vowel is back and the other two are
neutral is left open by both generalizations, altd the same holds for stems in which a back
vowel is followed by a longer sequence of neutral vowels (examples are hard to find).

The third generalization, already alluded to, concerns these stems: the overall impression
is that they show front harmonic behavior. This observation is easily accounted for by an
ad hoc rule that assigns a non-core I to final neutral vowels if preceded by a neutral vowel.

This solution, however, is unsatisfactory: a rule that assigns a non-core I to penult
neutrals if followed by another neutral would do just as well. The observed tendency makes
more sense if we suppose that the direction of the harmonic process is right to left, i.e. if
archiphonemes are 'looking for' the features that complete them. This is especially intuitive
in the case of i/ja: here the 3rd sg def suffix must check the stem to see if (22) is applicable.
and this 'checking' should proceed backwards from the stem-final vowel.

The checking process can be described by a three-state finite automaton that scans
the stem right to left. In the initial state, called B, the back alternant is seleded. As the
automaton moves backwards, it can encounter front, neutral, or back vowels. If it encounters
a back vowel first, the process has ended: the automaton stays in the initial state and we
get the back alternant. Likewise, if it encounters a front vowel, it moves to state r where
the front alternant is selected, The third, or N state comes into play when a neutral vowel is
encountered first: in this case the automaton stays in state N and investigates the preceding
vowel.

The results of this investigation are evaluated in the same manner: if the vowel is front,
the automaton moves to F, if it's back it moves to B and if if it's neutral, it stays in the N
state 0" goesto F - it is this choice that gives the vacillating behavior. The more neutral
vowels it encounters, the more likely the automaton is to fall into the F state (which seems to

"The reader should keep it in n-und that the 'generalizations' presented below are all based on impres.
sionistic judgements, rather 'han exhaustive testing.

"Neutral vowel, wHl not be caUed 'front', their phone'ic properties notwithstanding.

-

(21A) 1st 2nd 3rd number conjugation
varok varsz var sg inde!
varom varod varja sg de!
varunk vartok varnak pi inde!
varjuk varjatok varj ak pi de!

(21B)
kerek kersz ker sg inde!
kerem kered keri sg de!
keriink kertek kernek pi inde!
kerjiik keritek kerik pi de!

(21C)
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be the desired generalization), and if there are no more vowels to scan, it moves to F. (This
is equivale'!t to saying say that in state N the front alternant is selected.) This description
of the automaton will account for the first two generalizations without further stipulations,
and the third one follows if we suppose that from N a neutral vowel will necessarily take
the automaton to F.

Thus, vacillation corresponds to a probabilistic choice: for those speakers who maintain
the third generalization, the choice is deteministic. But the chief advantage of scanning
right-ta-Ieft is not that we can describe different speakers by cbanging a simple parameter
(although this is certainly desirable) - the crucial argument for this direction comes from
non-vacillating stems. Disharmonic roots of the fOderativ 'federal' type always take back,
while those of the zsong/{fr 'juggler' type always take front suffixes. Thus, the decisive
factor is the last non-neutral vowel, although its effect might be obscured if two or more
neutral vowels follow. The automaton given above will work with disharmonic stems without
any modifications - the comparable automaton that scans left-to-right would have to be
extremely complex to handle disharmonic stems.

4 Conclusion

Stanley's (1967) objections against a 'ternary' use of binary features apply with even greater
force in the framework of autosegmental phonology. Theoretically, in a context like

(23)

timing tier eve
I I

+F -- +FF-tier

Here (a-c) are more or less standard, and lexical exceptions provide an important source
of specifications like (d-e). Certain stems (like those in Class IV) must be marked in the
lexicon, and it is an important task of autosegmental phonology to show that the lexical
marking in such cases need not involve ad hoc rule exception features, but can be chosen
from a restricted set of diacritics, namely that of floating features.

In this case, the theory forces the feature -U upon us for these stems, thereby accounting
for the choice of -e!, rather than *ot in a straightforward manner. The -hoz form could be
derived only by positing some source other than the stem for the feature U in it: my proposal
is that the U is present (as a floating feature) in the representation of hoz/hez/hoz. This will
also account for the lack of *haz: if hVz receives no I or U specification from the preceding
element, the 'defanlt' U will automatically link up, and we get -hoz. (It was supposed that
the A feature is present in the UR of every ternary and quaternary suffix.) But the use of
negative feature values is strictly limited: in particular, we do not encounter minus-valued
features in non-exceptional cases.

Unlike in Goldsmith's (1985) analysis, all three features are taken to represent privative
oppositions: the absence of an autosegment is interpreted as negative specification for the
given feature at every stage of the derivation. The tightness of the feature system leaves
no room for underspecification - four features would give 16 possibilities, but with three

features, 7 of the 8 possible combinations have to be taken 'at face value' in order to
distinguish the vowels from each other.

The original aim of under specification was to capture archiphonemes (i.e. underdifferen-
tiated entities such as the harmonic pair a/e) that will be fully specified in the course of the
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derivation. .This use of blanks is incompatible with the 'simplex' interpretation where the
lack of specification is equated with negative specification. I suggest that archiphonemes are
among the exceptional items inasmuch as they can also receive negative specification. For
instance, if we take the dative suffix as underlying -nok, the alternant -nek can be derived by

(8A): however, we have to block (8B) from applying. In other words the ale archiphoneme
has to be -U throughout the derivation - a convenient way of achieving this is by specifying
it as -U in the core. This is compatible with the view that negatively specified autosegments
do not spread but rather trigger the deletion of the following positively specified feature.
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the vowel in the middle can take place in a five-way opposition as given in (24):

(24) (0) (b) (c) (d) (e)
CV - tier V V V V V

I I
F-tier +F -F +F -F


